Adaptive optics systems often work in a closed-loop configuration due to the hysteretic and nonlinearity properties of conventional deformable mirrors. Because of the high-precision wavefront generation and nonhysteretic properties of liquid-crystal devices, the open-loop control becomes possible. Open-loop control is a requirement for advanced adaptive optics concepts. We designed an open-loop adaptive optics system with a liquid-crystal-on-silicon wavefront corrector. This system is simple, fast, and can save much more light compared to conventional liquid-crystal-based closed-loop systems. The detailed principle, construction, and operation are discussed. The 500 m horizontal turbulence correction experiment was done using a 250 mm telescope in the laboratory. The whole system can reach a 60 Hz correction frequency. Evaluation of the correction precision was done at closed-loop configuration, which is 0:2λ ðλ ¼ 0:633 μmÞ in peak to valley. The dynamic image under open-loop correction got the same resolution compared to closed-loop correction. The whole system reached 0:68 arc sec resolution capability at open-loop correction, which is slightly larger than the system's diffraction-limited resolution of 0:65 arc sec.
Introduction
Since the seminal paper on astronomical seeing improvement with adaptive optics technique was published in 1953 [1] , there has been increasing interest in adaptive optics. This idea was not technically feasible in the 1950s and it was not until the 1970s and early 1980s that adaptive optics systems were developed [2] . Several kinds of adaptive optics system have appeared around the world since that time. These systems, in spite of using deformable mirrors or liquid-crystal (LC) devices, are operated in a closed-loop configuration. In this configuration, the correction precision may be stable and accurate, but it may make the whole system complex and not very fast, especially for conventional liquidcrystal correctors.
Because of the influence of hysteresis and nonlinearity, we could not get highly accurate compensation in one correction step with deformable mirrors, so the closed-loop configuration had to be used to make the whole system work with stability and accuracy, although there may be some decrease in speed [3] . Besides traditional deformable mirrors, liquid-crystal spatial light modulators, and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) deformable mirrors have become more and more attractive in recent years because there is no hysteresis influence on them, which makes open-loop control possible [4, 5] . Liquid-crystal devices have proved to have high precision in generating a desired wavefront, which was a benefit of open-loop control [4, 6] . We designed an open-loop adaptive optics system based on a liquid-crystal-on-silicon (LCOS) device. Using this system, a 500 m horizontal air turbulence correction experiment was done to evaluate its feasibility.
Principle and Configuration
Conventional LC-based adaptive optics system work in a closed-loop configuration: the wavefront sensor measures any remaining deviations of the wavefront from the ideal and sends the corresponding commands to the LC corrector. Although such a scheme may result in a slightly reduced effective loop frequency, it ensures that we get a very stable and high-precision correction [7] . This reduction is sustainable for a deformable mirror, which usually has a kilohertz response frequency. But for LC devices, it may result in a significant reduction, which will restrict the application of LC adaptive optics systems. Although the dual-frequency liquid crystal has been used, which is very fast, and some closed-loop experiments have been done [8] , it is difficult to manufacture with high pixel density and small pixel pitch.
Open-loop control is simple: the sensor is positioned before the corrector and detects aberration in real time. Then the correction signal is calculated and sent to the corrector to compensate for the aberration. The sensor is blind to the residual wavefront error. The corrector must have very precise compensation accuracy and exhibit good behavior in terms of stability and reproducibility [7] .
LC changes the optics' path length by changing the refractive index when applied with different voltages. It can reach a desired position without any hysteresis and can get accurate compensation in only one correction step [9, 10] . We also proved its highly accurate performance in closed-loop correction for slow-speed aberrations [11, 12] . This performance makes openloop control possible, which is simple and quick, as compared to closed-loop systems.
The main problem with the LC device for wavefront correction was its polarization dependence [13] . Only polarized light, whose polarization direction is parallel to the LC alignment direction, can be modulated by the LC device. Some special techniques have been used to solve this problem, but it makes the device hard to manufacture and expensive [14] . In conventional LC devices, a polarizer was used in an adaptive optics system to generate the polarized light, as shown in Fig. 1 . A polarizer was inserted directly behind the exit pupil P1 of a telescope to generate a polarized light. Two relay optics systems conjugated the LCOS corrector and the microlens array of the Hartmann-Shack (HS) sensor to the P1, respectively. Because of the use of the polarizer, there will be energy loss of more than 50% energy. So the HS sensor and the imaging camera received lower than a quarter of the whole light the telescope collected. This energy loss is prominent. But in the open-loop system we introduced here, this drawback can be avoided by the use of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Figure 2 shows this open-loop system. A PBS was used to generate the polarized light. It divides the light into two orthogonal polarization components, both of which are polarized but have different polarization directions. We used the light reflected by the PBS for wave front correction and imaging. The transmitted light was received by the HS sensor for wavefront detection. The energy loss in Fig. 1 was avoided in this configuration. This is the second and the most important advantage of the system when compared to conventional LC device-based adaptive optics systems.
In Fig. 2 , P1 represents the exit pupil of the telescope. It is conjugated with the tilt mirror, the PBS center, the LCOS plane, and the HS sensor plane by relay lenses, consecutively. An off-axis configuration of the LCOS was used to split the incident and the reflected light in front of the LCOS to avoid the use of a beam splitter, which would result in energy loss. This system has minimal energy loss compared with a conventional system.
System Operation

A. Registrations
To best correct the aberrations the HS sensor detected, we have to register the LCOS corrector to the HS sensor. Generally, the interaction matrix algorithm is used in closed-loop systems [15] . But in the open-loop configuration, the sensor and the corrector are located in different optical paths and the sensor cannot apperceive the corrector's action, so we need to make some modifications to accomplish this registration process. First, an accessional relay optics system, which consists of a relay lens pair, a λ=4 wave plate, and a mirror, was added to the system. This additional relay lens pair was used to make sure the LCOS conjugated with the HS sensor. Second, a λ=2 wave plate was used to rotate the polarization state 90°. Third, a movable light source was inserted before the CCD camera to replace the outside light. Light emitted from this light source propagated backward and reached the HS sensor after reflection by the LCOS, the accessional relay optics system, and the PBS, in order, as shown by the arrow in Fig. 3 . After these modifications, the subsystem used for registration is shown by the solid rectangle in Fig. 3 became a closed-loop subsystem. The interaction matrix method became effectual to do this registration and we can get the command matrix to drive the LCOS according to the aberration the HS sensor detected in the open-loop correction process. Although the HS sensor and the LCOS corrector are located in different optical paths, they suffer mainly the same aberration due to atmospheric turbulence. The wavefront aberration induced by the optical system is very small and can be measured in the registration process. We can add this static aberration as a background into the dynamic turbulence in the compensation process to avoid its influence.
B. Horizontal Turbulence Correction
The open-loop adaptive optics system we built is shown in Fig. 4 . The LCOS device was manufactured by Boulder Nonlinear Systems, Lafayette, Colorado.
It has a 7:68 mm × 7:68 mm active area and 512 mm × 512 mm pixels. The LC material was optimized and worked at 40°C with a heater to make sure the corrector has a constant modulation depth with a 200 Hz frame rate. The HS sensor was also a high-speed detector that has a 500 Hz frame rate. The solid lines in this figure show the light propagation in the system. The yellow dashed rectangle indicates the accessional relay optics system for registration. There are two additional fold mirrors in this system to make the whole system compact. One is in the accessional relay optics system; the other is in the detection arm; both bend the light 90°compared with Fig. 3 .
The HS sensor detects the aberration with a 500 Hz frequency regularly and sends the slope signals to the control computer. The wavefront was reconstructed into Zernike modes. Then the compensation signal was calculated by the command matrix and sent to the LCOS corrector. When the transmission of the compensation signal was complete, a delay time of about 5 ms was added to wait for the response of the LC. The CCD camera used for imaging worked in a frame-transfer mode. The compensation precision rests mainly with the delay time from the wavefront detection to the LC already responded to as the compensation position. This includes the detection time (4 ms), the reconstruction time (0:4 ms), the transmission time (7 ms), and the LC response time (5 ms). At present, the whole delay time is nearly 16:4 ms related to a 60 Hz correction frequency. Although the correction speed was still slow, we get a significant correction result for horizontal turbulence correction. The whole system is shown in Fig. 5 . A 235 mm diameter spherical primary mirror was used as a light emitter. A 1 mm diameter fiber bundle, which was constructed of 25 μm fibers, was located 8 mm before the focus of the mirror. White light generated by a 250 W Xe lamp coupled into the fiber bundle and propagated 500 m away was received by a telescope with a diameter of 250 mm. The field angle of each fiber was 0:68 arc sec, which is a little larger than the diffraction-limited resolution 0:65 arc sec of the receiving telescope. The adaptive optics system was mounted on the receiving telescope. To evaluate the correction precision, the closed-loop correction was done first. This was actualized by moving the HS sensor in Fig. 2 to the position shown in Fig. 1 . A gain of 0.7 was selected in the closed-loop control software. The residual wavefront error was 0:2λ ðλ ¼ 0:633 μmÞ peak to valley (PV). The dynamic image of the fiber bundle before and after correction is shown in Fig. 6 (Media 1) . Then, open-loop correction of the same turbulence was done with the gain equal to 1, as shown in Fig. 7 (Media 2), which reached the same precision as that shown in Fig. 6 (Media 1). However, the correction speed of the open-loop system was faster than that of the closed-loop system.
Conclusion
We designed an open-loop adaptive optics system based on a LCOS wavefront corrector that profits from high precision wavefront generation and nonhysteretic properties of the LCOS device. The prominent advantages of this system compared with a LC-based close-loop system are the improvement of amount of light energy loss, simple operation, and increased speed. The construction and its operation were considered carefully. Using this system mounted onto a 250 mm diameter telescope, the 500 m horizontal turbulence was corrected. The correction precision was nearly 0:2 λ PV evaluated in the closed-loop configuration. Both the open-loop and the closed-loop correction nearly reached the diffraction-limited resolution of the system. 
